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Open systems theory has-stimulated a number of theoretical 

discussions, yet many implications of the theory still remain 

to be explored.' The concept of organizations as boundary- 

maintaining systems has received a great deal of attention, 

but much of this attention has been at the definitional level, 

The purpose of this paper is to-suggest two applications of 

this concept to the study of organizational phenomena whish 

have been previously viewed in -another light: (1) ultimate power 

and ultimate sanctions, and (2) organizational conflict and 

member compliance. I have-chosen these examples because 1 feel 

the idea of boundary-maintenance has-been implicit in them; 

thus, this note is but a logical extension of work already done, 

In what follows -1 have :trfed to avoid the trap of reason- 

ing from an analogy to physical-organisms. When we study 

individual members of-a-bio2ogical-species-the task of distin- 

guishing the organism from-its-environment is rather easy; the 

parameters of the environment-stop-at-the-organism's skin, 

However, as Ashby has pointed-out, this dichotomy between 

environmental parameters-.and organismic-variables is overly 

simplistic.2 In order for the-environment to have an effect 

on the organism, it must somehow interact with it, Obviously, 

the environment must penetrate the organism's boundaries to 

achieve any immediate effect. However, the point still holds 

that we are able to use the "skin" or outer covering of the 

organism as a fram of reference in delimiting where the envir- 

onment ends and the organism begins. In the case of social 



organizations, no such short cut exists--we are still seeking 

the fundamental social unitss which will define social organi- 

zation. 

A potentially more serious-problem has been pointed 0u.t 

by Walter Buckley, and involves using-the individual organism 

instead of the species as the -comparative reference point. 

If we take the organism- as-our- reference point, it seems clear 

that a definite steady -state exists-,.. e. g .. body temperature, 
What Katz and Kahn call the-preservation of the character of 

the system is a necessity for the organism if it is to contin- 

ue to exist, since the viable range of its essential variables 

is rather narrow. However, from the point of view of the species, 

the survival of a particular organism is irrelevant, as long 

as enough of the species is kept alive to reprbduce, Thus 

evolutionary theory in biology focusses on the species, not 

the organism, because while the potential for adaptation of 

any one organism is limited, the chances are that mutation 

will make several organisms adaptable enough so that survival 

to the reproductive stage is,possible. In other words, the 

environment works for change at-the species bevel, not at the 

level of the organism. In sociologicah terms, this dualism 

poses a dilemna for the theorist: If we conceptualize organ- 

izations in terms of an organismic analogy, very little change 

is possible in their structure; On the other hand, if we view 

organizations as analogous to the species, then a great deal 

of change in structure is possible, This perspective applies 

both to - an organization and to categories or types of organizations. 



Buckley makes this point rather explicit.in his book, and 

it is implicit in Ashby's discussion of the use of the concept 

of- "system." .Concretel.y, adopting a species' perspective means 

conceptualizing organizations-as lossely joined systems, possess- 

ing only a . moderate degree-- o-f - interdependence. The, elements 

of the system, conversely, are-seen as having a great deal of 

functional autonomy, Indeed, as Ashby-makes clear, if we in- 

sist on viewing complex systems-as richly joined (highly inter- 

dependent) then it becomes difficult to account for system 

adaptation, since a change.~n-'any variable---in- the system would 

have an immediate ef f.ect -on- every-- other variable, leaving the 

system in a perpetual state of change, counter-change, and chaosp 

Needless to say, I have chosen the "loosely -joinedw perspective 
- 

in what follows. 

Ultimate Power and the Ultimate Sanction 

The power of the state, as usually defined, rests on the 

state's control of the collective-use of violence. This base 

of force enables us to discuss the power of nation-states and. 

governments; but obviously breaks down when we consider other 

units of social organization, The'notion to be developed here 

is that ultimate power rests on the ability sf authorities 

to control entry and exit of persons. into and out of their 

organization,:and not simply on a base of force. 

Weber defined power as "the chance of a man or a number 

of men to realize their will in a communal action even against 

the resistance of others who.are participating in the action., 11 4 



Or, consider And& Beteille's statement.:.. "The power of the , 

state is backed ultimately by the control and use of physical 

force. 115 As most theorists have been. concerned with the power 

of the state, and the state has control over the means of 

violence, power has been to-rest ul-timately on the control. 

of violence. Lasswell and Kaplan, for example, write of 

"severe sanctions" and of violence as the most severe sanction, 6 

Weber included "monopolization-of the legitimate use of vio- 

lence" as one of the defining attributes of the state, 7 

But what is it about the attributes of formal authority 

in any organization which make it, in most cases, the effective 

authority? Clearly, in the case of the state, we may answer 

"violence." What, however, may we answer in the case of the 

administration of a public university? 

It is here that the conceptualization of organizations 

as boundary maintaining systems-proves u.sefu-1, The concept of 

boundaries is present in all definitions of an organization: 

a distinction is made between members and non-members. This 

definition applies not only to nation-states but also to other 

types of organizations. Some persons are admitted, while 

others are excluded. Authorities are given the task of making 

decisions .as to entry and expulsion, and in this decision- 

making inheres their u-ltimate authority. They are invested 

with the power to sanc.tion deviants in the system, and the 

ultimate, sanction they wield is expulsion from the system. 

Note that nothing is said .about the attainment of collect.ive 



goals--wno benefits from the-authorities' decisions is an 

empirical question. . . 

The question immediately arises as to the place of coer- 

cive type organizations (such as prisons) in the above definition, 

since in coercive organizations-.the:-effort-is made to prevent 

withdrawal from interaction by-the.participants.9 However, 

this problem arises if we confuse the-exercise of authority 

with the orientation which-participants-have toward authority,. 

"Preventing withdrawal from interaction" involves controlling 

exit from the system, and the fact that entry and exit are con- 

trolled says nothing whatsoever about the attitudes of those 

being controlled. That is, the definition of authority at the 

level of boundary maintaining-systems is entirely in behavior- 

al terms, thus ignoring the question. of "legitimate authori,ty , " 

A second problem made slaient by the above definition is 

that of organizational dependence. As Norr.has .suggested, "Not 

all organizations have the ultimate authority to control entry 

and exit; e.g. schools have to keep children until they reach 

'a certain age; prisons get their members from the legal system; 

army units are dependent upon the selective service; some 

universities have to take all high school graduates in their 

state; and so forth. "lo I n  other words, the fact that an organ- 

ization is highly dependent upon another organization for re- 

sources (in whatever form) may mean a loss in its authority 

to control entr.y and exit, i.e. a loss of functional autonomy. 

This is especially,true of organizations which are made up of 

other organizations, e.g. school systems, labor unions, diver- 

sified but centralized business firms, and so forth, 



In practice, the exercise-of-authority often takes the 

form of setting conditions for entry into the system, For 

example, university students niust pay-tuition as a condition 

of their membership in the system.- Business organizations, 

with the advent of formally free labor,-are able to command 

compliance by the threat-of dismissal,- And in a nation-state, 

denial of entrance or of continued membership takes the form 

of immigration laws or of-loss-'of citizenship, imprisonment, 

or deportation. 

The use of force or violence can be seen as a special 

case of the ability of authorities to control entry and exit 

of the elements of the system through the use sf sanctions, 

"Force" is simply one method removing deviants from the system 

and is a means for carryping out the ultimate sanction, not 

the ultimate sanction itself. Now we are able to deal with 

ultimate authority in all types of organizations, not only 

nation-states. It must be emphasiaed..that.here I am referring 

only to the basis of ultimate-authority, and not to all author- 

ity. All authority, to the degree that it constitutes effective 

authority, is g~ounded in what I have called ultimate authority. 

The concept of boundary maintenance leads, J think, to 

several alternatives for theory and research: (1) The scope 

of the organization's activities is relevant both to the 

determination of its boundaries and to the -limits of organiza- 

tional authority, and therefore we would want to know (a) How 

the boundaries came to be established,.and (b) How they are 



mahtained; (2) Expansion or~~~constriction::of -the boundaries 

should be.investigated, both-with a view.toward the over- 

lapping of boundaries with-other- systemsrleadfng to a conflict 

of authority, and in terms-of-the number of participants added 

or subtracted from the system; -Perhaps'-a: more -fruitfud, con- 

ceptualization of the - problem would::-be.. to. think - in terms of. 

roles or role behavior , i n s t ead - . -o f - - i nd fq idua l s  as. the units 

subject.to organizational authority, .In fact, if we are to 

refine the concept of organizational boundaries, we will even- 

tually have to grapple with this formulation of the problem, 

viz. organizations as the intersection-of role behaviors 

contributed by a number of individuals, For example, if we 
- 

think of the family only as a set-of individuals, then it 

becomes difficult to talk- about.- changes. in the boundaries or 

the authority of the family over the-past several hundred years: 

if individuals still comprise the faxniiy,  what has changed? 

On the other hand, the notion-of-partial-inclusion does give 

us a different perspective-on this dilemna. 

With the development'of the legal status of "minor" or 

juvenile, control over many'aspects of-the. child's behavior 

passed .to the courts. With- the-.i.ntroduction of child labor 

laws, ,the family lost a measure. o f  control over the labor of 

minor- members. Moreover , -changes in the legal status oE 
marriages, e,g. laws of separation and support, added extra- 

familial sanctions to women's drive for independence, The 

growth of specialized organizations which perform activities 

once relegated to the family has resulted in a change in the 



scope of authority of the family. 

To summarize this section: -Ambiguity does exist concern- 

ing the basis for ultimate- authority-and ultimate sanctions, 

However, if we view organizations in terms-of boundary maintain- 

ing systems, authority may be-defined-as-the ability to control 

entry and exit of the system. The ultimate sanction then 

becomes expulsion from the system. Note that this process 

refers only to the "lower bound" of the organization, and does 

not enable us to derive what the characteristics of the ultimate 

member would be (i,e. the perfect member) . In short, altruistic 

suicide, or any other process by-which one removes oneself 

voluntarily from the group, is a phenomenon which defines the 

"upper bound" of the group, and is not dealt with in this paper, 

Organizational Conflict and Member Compliance 

While many theorists have treated membership compliance 

as problematic, they have not generally-done so within the 

framework of organizational conflict, For example, Etzioni's 

theory of compliance focusses on the relationship between the 

goals of the organization and member compliance, instead of 

on relationships between organizations and their effect on 

member compliance. In this section of the papex two different 

organizational strategies for dealing-with compliance are dis- 

cussed,'and the probability of using one or the other strategy 

is related explicitly to conflict between organizations. 

The members of an organization constitute resources for 



the organization to utilize in-its-competition with other 

organizations in its environment-whose-goals-are partly or wholly 

in conflict with its own: In-such an-instance, member paxtici- 

pation is important to the-organization-for at least two reasons: 

(1)' The maintenance of the organization-is dependent on member 

participation; and (2) The-more active-the-participation, other 

things being equal, the-more-likely--the-chances of success in 

.the con£ lict . 
Breaking down the more general approach, we may distinguish 

two different organizational strategies-as far as membexship 

is concerned. On-the one hand., strategy may take the form of 

constricting the boundaries of the organization by strengthen- 

ing the requirements of participation,-with more being asked of 

each member in the way of conformity to organizational norms 

and-ideology. On the. other-hand;-the-.boundaries of the organi- 

zation may be expanded so as-to- take. in persons from the competing , 

organizations in order to make-them members (organizations 

may also be taken in). In-other words, one method of girding 

the organization for conflict-is-to-tighten the organizational 

boundaries-.while the other is to-expand them. 

Tightening and-strengthening-the;organizat.i.onls boundaries 

means either:raising performance-standar-r appealing to,the 

member's identification with-the organization, Simrnel  discussed 

this process in his paper on conflict: "This need for central- 

ization, for the tight pulling to.gether of all elements, which 

alone guarantees their use;without loss of energy and time, for 



whatever the requirements.. of.- the-, moment: may. be, is ohvi.ous in 

the case of conflict. "11 - Simmel goes- on to point out that there 

are two ways for the organization-to-achieve- consensus in the 

face of an. external threat': - "either-: to - forget internal counter- 

currents or to. bring them-- to- unadulterated: expression by expelling 

certain members.. "12 If - the: organization- i s  able t o  paper over 

internal rifts, then all members will be counted on to partici- 

pate in the struggle. For example, after the national nominating 

convention, political parties are usually expected to forget 

internal differences as they prepare for the November elections, 

Organizations with economic goals seem to have a very wide 

range of tolerance of member behaviortioutside of pu.re1.y 

functional. activities. l3 -Indeed, it.may be said that conflict 

between organizations with economic goals is ordinarily so 

benign that only a minimal. degree. of-member compliance is re- 

qusred (at the lower levels of the-organization). 0rga.nizations 

with normative goals are more likely t-o follow the tighten- 

ing up strategy,' since admission to the good graces of the 

organization. itself constitutes one of their major control 

mechanisms. Furthermore, performance- standards for the major- 

ity of members are ordinarily slight and therefore many of them 

are likely to desert when a true test of their convictions comes 

up, For example, the divisions of the Communist party in 

Russia, as well as the split in the German Social Democratic 

party in the latter half of the nineteenth century, followed 

this pattern. On the other hand, the Roman Catholic Church 
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- .  

and political parties in-the-Bnited- States are.known for their 

ability to encompass within- themselves:. a. wide. variety ' of positions. 

It may be that the first-alternative-torexpulsion i.s calling 

for loyalty to the organization; - with:-a- conseqv.emt raising of 

the normative . standards-- of- what is 1 to: bel considered "appropriate 

behavior". in. the. face - of - the' con5list <- 

Organizations with order-goals are-a different case, In 

fact, they are continually orient.ed to minimal membex partici- 

pation; the primary type of conflict they become involved in 

has to do with inadequately controlling the behavior of their 

inmates. Carrying our argument to its-exteme, we might say 

that i5 such an organization were attacked by an external 

organization attempting to free the controlled population (as 

in prisoner of war camps),-the-conditions fox continued presence 

in the organization could be raised by-liquidating most of the 

inmates. 

Trade unions have a dual nature, as Etzioni points ou.t, 

in.that they are utilitarian-normative-in the compliance 

structure.. l4 ' Most of the- ;time- they f unct-ion in their utilitar- 

ian- capacity, and; according to Lipset; "mernbexship apathy is 

the usual state of affairsi"l5 However, in conflict situations 

(such as when a strike. vote is- being t aken) . ,  union norms become 

salient and the organization can rely on.raisbng the standards 

of participation while retaining compliance. 

The second organization strategy for dealing with member- 

ship compliance in a conflict situation is an oblique one: the 



organization expands to take into-its boundaries persons or 

organizations from the competing-organizations (or factions). 

This process can take the form of either absorption, co-optation, 

or amalgamation. l6 Obviously; - any of. these- methods is a second- 

ary strategy, since they-all necessitate the  organization!'^ 

taking on new, unsocialized members,:-However,- this is still a 

matter of member compliance,-because-without the conflict the 

new group of members would-not- exist- In the case of the TVA 

this mode of dealing with the conflict increased the problem 

of compliance since members came into the organization with values 

, and goals in some ways opposed to those of the T V A . ' ~ ~  Industries 

with economic goals may try to combat employee militantcy by 

absorbing them into a company union or even into the company 

"family. 11 18 

Even organizations with-order-goals may be able to use 

expansion to attain increased member compliance in a situation 

of potential conflict. Gresham-Sykes'has described such a 

process of expansion in an article on prlsons, calling the 

result the "corruption of - authority. "19- The case of organized 

crime and the.urban police- system is-instructive: Organized 

crime is in conflict with.,the police department, yet instead. 

of this leading to a higher degree of compliance on the part of 

police officers as they battle an external foe, the conflict 

seems in many cases to lead to decreased compliance with official 

duties, and a de facto co-optation of the "syndicate" in exchange - 



for a certain degree of ordered-criminality.. 20 This is increased 

compliance, of a sort, if we follow Etzioni's definition a£ 

lower-level participants-literally and include criminals in 

the police organization, 21 

Organizations with pare- social-goals- face an especially 

acute problem in certain types- of conflict--those involving 

conflicts over membership loyalty, However-, these types of 

organizations are also most able to solve this problem through 

expansion, by adding new interest groups. Indeed, one such organ- 

ization studied had in its Los Angeles branch no less than 28 

separate special interes-t groups, all peacefully co-existing, 22 

Member compliance is thus retained through a reduction of the con- 

flict, accomplished by incorporating the conflictual relationship 

into the organization. 

In this section of the paper I have attempted to illustrate 

the utility of the boundary maintenance concept in analyzing 

membership compliance in organizations engaged in conflict. 

Two strategies were discussed, one focussing on an expansion 

of the organization's boundaries, and the other on a constriction . 

of them. The probability of the use of the two strategies was 

discussed in relation to the goals of the organization, One 

type of conflict that has not been dealt with in detail is that 

between organizations which are coalitions or incoporations of 

other organizations. The problem of the compliance of 0rgani.z.a- 

tions as members of other organizations will have to taken up 



in subsequent studies. 

Conclusions 

This note is intended to serve as:-an illustration of the 

applicability of the theory.of-complex..adaptive systems to the 

study of social organization.;-- 0n;ly:one.concept was dealt with 

in the paper, but there is-no inherent:-reason: why th.e same type 

of application could not-be- carried out using other concepts 

from the theory. It is hoped that this limited ex,erci.se w4ll 

encoura.ge others to re-examine sociological concepts in the 

context of open systems theory. 
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